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INTRODUCTION 
In [7], S. Sakai proposes to construct an “algebraic reduction 
theory” for W* algebras and indicates the following program: let M 
be a W* algebra, 2 its center, Q the maximal ideal space of 2 and g3r 
the maximal ideal in 2 corresponding to t E Q; to find norm-closed 
two-sided ideals %X1 C M, t E Q such that 
(1) ‘21tc’331t; 
(2) f-h m, = 0; 
(3) M, = M/tlJlm, is a factor; t E Q; 
next, a connection between the algebra M, must be described. 
In the finite case an answer is given by Wright [12] and Sakai [7]. 
A related work is the thesis of Vesterstrem [ll] where conditions are 
established for quotiens of finite W* algebras be W* algebras. 
On the other hand, for type-1 algebras, Halpern [4] and Takemoto 
[9] obtained integral decomposition in factor states for some classes 
of normal functionals. 
In this paper we give a construction for ‘B, inspired by Sakai’s 
exposition of the result of Wright, as well as by the connection 
between conditional expectation and disintegration in L” spaces. 
We associate to M, = M/$Jlm, a W* algebra J?, 1 M, , “close” to 
M, , in which M, is u dense. A corresponding integral decomposition 
of arbitrary normal functionals establishes a connection between the 
algebras ii%, . 
In the semifinite case a good choice of the “parameter” in our 
construction insures il?i, be factors. In the finite case we obtain the 
result of Wright and Sakai. In the type-1 case, n, are type-1 factors. 
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The integral decomposition of normal functionals on M implies 
the results of Halpern and Takemoto cited above. 
Essentially we obtain a reduction theory for the predual of a 
N’* algebra, in the semifinite case. However, the integral decom- 
position of normal functionals (but not in factor states) is done in 
general conditions. 
1. CENTRAL-LINEAR MAPS 
Let M be a IV* algebra, 2 its center and C a IV* subalgebra of 2. 
Denote by M*C the set of all u-continuous C-linear maps M -+ C; 
then M,C is an ordered Banach space. In this section we will extend 
to M,C some known properties of M, . We begin with a result in a 
more general situation. 
1.1. PROPOSITION (Schwarz inequality). Let M be a C* algebra, 
C a commutative C* algebra and @ : M -+ C a positive linear map. 
Then for every x, y E M we have 
I @(XY>l” G @(xx*) @(Y*Y). 
Proof. Let y be a character of C. By the Schwarz inequality for 
positive functionals we obtain 
I rP’(xr)l” G YP+x*N * YmY*YN* 
Since 
I Y(@(xy))12 = YP(V)) * YP(XY)) 
= Ymxy)*) * Ywv)) 
= Al @WI”) 
and 
rPP(~x*>> - YP(Y*YN = N(xx*) @(Y*YN 
we have 
r(l @(~Y>l”> G YMxx*) @(Y*YN- 
As y was an arbitrary character of C the desired inequality holds. 
Q.E.D. 
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1.2. Remark. A Schwarz-type inequality holds even for non- 
commutative C (see [6]). 
1.3. Remark. With M and C as at the beginning of this section, 
the Proposition 1.1 allows us to define the support of an element 
GE M$*+ as the complement of the greatest projection in M 
annihilated by @; we will denote it by supp @. 
The following results appear also in [5]. 
1.4. PROPOSITION (Existence). For every 9 E M,+ there exists a 
@ E Mz+ satisfying the .following properties: 
(1) +z) = +(x)z), x E M, x E C; 
(2) @P(x) = @(x) supp(P, lc). 
The conditions (1) and (2) uniquely determine Qi. 
Proof. Let x E M +. For every x E Cf we have pl(xz) < 11 x (]$$) 
so, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem [8] there exists a unique Q(X) E C, 
0 < Q(X) ,< )I x 11 such that: 
As Q, is affine on M+ it can be extended uniquely to a linear map 
@ : M -+ C which is easy to verify to be C-linear, u continuous and 
positive. Q.E.D. 
1.5. Remark. It is easy to see that supp @ = supp F and (I@ (( < 1. 
1.6. PROPOSITION (Polar decomposition). For every @ E M,C there 
exists 1 @ ( E M!$+ and a partial isometry v E M satisfying the following 
properties: 
(1) @= %I@l> i.e., @p(x) = 1 @ /(xv), x E M; 
(2) v*v = supp ( @ I. 
The conditions (1) and (2) determine uniquely j @ 1 and v. 
Proof. Without restricting the generality we may suppose C of 
countable type, so let q,, be a faithful normal positive functional on C. 
By the polar decomposition theorem for a-continuous functionals 
[3, 71 there exists j q,-, 0 @ 1 E M,+ and a partial isometry v E M such 
that 
5W1/3-4 
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and 
Put Y = ‘9$,&D; obviously YE M,c. We prove that Y > 0. 
If g, is a normal positive functional on C we have q,, < v,, + v and by 
the Radon-Nikodym theorem there exists z,, E C, 0 < z0 < 1 such 
that 
%(U - -%b4 = d%4~ x E c. (4 
By the spectral theorem we find a sequence (pa) of projections 
in C such that 
~0Pn 2 (l/4 Pn and Pn? 1. 
For every n there exists z, E Cp, , z, >, 0 such that 
Introducing in (a) z,x rather than z we obtain 
%((l - %I> %P) = dP,4? z E c. 
With z = @(XV*), x E M we deduce from (b) 
b?J o @)(PRXfJ*) = dPn@(x~*)) 
= %((l - 4 &Pbv*N 
= (% o @)((l - 4 %&~I*) 
= I P)o o @ I ((1 - 4 %P). 
Now, if x > 0, then (1 - x0) x,x > 0, and so by (c) 
(p’ 0 @>(pPJ*) 2 0; 
as n was arbitrary and p, f 1 we have 
(9J o qxv*> 2 0, 
that is, 
(b) 
(4 
which proves that Y > 0, since x E Mf and g, E Cf were arbitraries. 
We have Y(1 - V*W) = @(v* - V*VV*) = 0, hence supp Y < 
V*V; on the other hand, if e < V*V then (v,, 0 Y)(e) = / y. 0 @ I (e) # 0, 
so that Y(e) f 0 and supp Y = V*ZJ. 
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Finally, using (b) and (c), for every x E M, y E C,+ and n we obtain 
dPJw4 = Yo((1 - zo> ww) 
= (To o @X(1 - zo) -w) 
= I To o @ I ((1 - x0) %P) 
= (p’ o @)(Pnx~v*) 
= dPn%4)> 
hence 
Q(x) = ul(xu>, XEM 
and we may take 1 @ / = Y. 
The uniqueness assertion is easily proved by reduction to the 
scalar case. Q.E.D. 
1.7. COROLLARY (Hahn- Jordan decomposition). For every selj- 
adjoint @ E M, C there exists a projection e E M such that ?Jli,@ > 0 
and -&CD > 0. 
1.8. PROPOSITION (Radon-Nikodym theorem). Let there be @, 
YE M?+ and suppose that @ < !?? Then there exists a E M, 0 < a < I 
satisfying the following properties: 
(1) @ = 2&Y, i.e. Q(x) = Y-‘(axa), x E M, 
(2) a = a * supp Y. 
The conditions (1) and (2) uniquely determine a. 
Proof. We may suppose again C of countable type so let v0 be a 
faithful normal positive functional on C. By the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem there exists a E M, 0 < a < 1 such that 
and 
a = a - supp(vo 0 Y). 
Then for every x E M and x E C we have 
~o’o(~w) = (PO o @)(4 = (To o ‘ye=4 = 9JowJ+4) 
which implies 
CD = !i?!,!i&y. 
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On the other hand, as v,, is faithful, we have 
supp(9)0 Y) = supp Y. 
The uniqueness assertion follows from the similar one in the 
scalar case [lo, Lemma 15.31. Q.E.D. 
2. A CONSTRUCTION 
Let there be M, 2, C as in Section 1 and denote by r;2 the maximal 
ideal space of C. The parameter in our construction is a norm-closed 
linear subspace i’J of il~?*~, invariant under left and right translations 
% 2 %(x E M). 
For every t E Sz we define 
1132, = {x E M; @(x)(t) = 0, for every @ E 5); 
then ‘9.X1 is a norm-closed two-sided ideal in M. Put 
Then M, is a C* algebra. 
For x E M let us denote by xt the canonical image of x in M, . 
Then every @ E 5 defines an element pt(@) E M,* by the following 
relation: 
so that we obtain a linear map p1 : 5 --t M,* which factorizes to an 
injective linear map p”r : g/ker ft -+ Mt*. 
2.1. LEMMA. The map p”f is an isometry and ~~(5) is a norm-closed 
linear sub-space of Mt*, invariant under left and right translations. 
Proof. Let V be a clopen neighborhood of t in fi and z E C the 
characteristic function of V. Then 1 - x E !UIDz, which implies that 
!X(+,)@ E ker ft . Let @ be the canonical image of @ in S/ker pt. 
We have 
= SUP{ll @(=4ll; II x II G 11 
= SUP{/ @(x>(s)l; IIXII G 1, s E 0 
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By the proposition 1.6, @ has a polar decomposition Q, = %, 1 di /, 
and so 
II 6 II d SUP{1 I Q, I (~>($I; II 3 II < 1, s E v’: 
G SUP{/ I @ I bwl; IIY II < 19 SE vll- 
= sup{/ CD 1 (I)(s); s E v>. 
Since V was arbitrary it follows that 
II 6 II G I @ I U)(Q 
On the other hand, 
= SUP0 @(WI; II *t II d 1> 
= SUP{1 @bw)l; II x II G 11 
= SUP{/ I @ I &WI; II 6% II G 11 
= I 0 I (I>($ 
whence II 4 II < II Pt(~)ll. Th e converse inequality is obvious. Q.E.D. 
The polar kt@N” of d8) in Mf* is a a-closed two-sided ideal, 
hence 
fit = w+*/h(s)>” 
is a W* algebra with ~~(3) as predual. 
The canonical embedding M, --+ M;k* induces a map M, -+ ii?, 
which is easily seen to be injective; so we may consider M, C a, ; M, 
is u dense in a1 . 
The following “separation lemma” will be useful in the sequel: 
2.2. LEMMA. Let p, q E I@, be two orthogonal projections of countable 
type and g E M a projection such that p < g, , q < g, . Then there 
exist two orthogonal projections e, f E M such that e < g, f < g and 
P <et, 
4 <ft. 
Proof. As (ml)* = ~~(5) there exist @, !PYE g+ such that 
supp @ < g, supp Y < g and 
P = SUPP m, 
4 = SUPP m* 
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Then 0 = @ - !P is self-adjoint so, by the Corollary 1.7, there are 
orthogonal projections e, f E M such that e < g, f < g, ‘%,a > 0, 
-St0 > 0 and 0 = !R1,O + 9J1,0. Consequently, 
Pt(@‘) - PtW = ft(%@) + PtPw), 
where P&Q PP>, d%@)~ -d%@) are all positive and the supports 
of Pm, Pd’y)~ respectively, p&R,@), ---pl(%+9) are orthogonal. It 
follows that 
PtP) = PtPw), 
/a(Y) = -Pt(%@). 
Whence 
P <et, 4 <ft. Q.E.D. 
The algebras M, and i@, are “close” one to the other in the following 
sense: 
2.3. LEMMA. For every projection of countable type p E i@, we have 
P@tP = PWP. 
Proof. Let q E pi@,p a projection. By Lemma 2.2 there are two 
orthogonal projections e, f E M such that q < el and p - q < ft . 
Then q = pe,p ~pM~p. Finally the spectral theorem implies that 
every x ~pi@~p belongs to pM,p. Q.E.D. 
3. DECOMPOSITION OF U-CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONALS 
We use the notations introduced in Section 2 and we suppose that 
5 separates the elements in M, i.e., for every x E M, x # 0 there is a 
@ E 5 such that G(X) # 0. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let be v E M,+ and @ E Mg,+ corresponding to 
q~ by Proposition 1.4. Then there exists an increasing sequence (e,) of 
projections in M such that for every n 23,n%e,@ E 5 and e, f supp @. 
Proof. Let (fi) b e a maximal family of nonzero orthogonal 
projections <supp @ such that for every index i, fi is the support of 
some element in B+ and put f = Ci ft . 
We prove that f = supp @. Suppose g = supp @ - f # 0. Since 
5 separates the elements of M there exists !P E g+ with Y(g) # 0. 
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Put s = supp Y then by the comparability theorem there is a 
projection x E 2 such that, with x’ = 1 - x, we have 
z;g < xs. 
x’g > 2’s. 
Since Y(g) # 0 we cannot have simultaneously zg = 0 and x’s = 0. 
If xg # 0 and ZI E M is a partial isometry such that 
v*v = xg < g, 
vv* < ‘2s < s, 
then X!$?t,Y E g+ and supp(!&,%,~Y) < g in contradiction with 
the maximality of the family (fi). In the same manner we obtain a 
contradiction if x’s # 0. Hence f = supp CD. 
Since supp CD = supp q~ is a projection of countable type, the 
family (fJ is at most countable. 
Now put 
00 
where Yi E gf and supp Yi = ft. Then YE gf and supp Y = 
supp CD = e (notation). 
Since Q, < @ + Y, by Proposition 1.8 there exists a E A!.?, 0 < a < 1 
such that 
qx - axa) = Y(czxu), XEM, 
a = ae. 
By adding the following equalities: 
@(x - axa) = Y(uxfz), 
@(axa - a2xa”) = Y(a2xa2), 
we obtain 
ayak--1X&1 - akxa”) = Y(ukxuk), 
@ - 8&q+@ E 5; k 2 0. (1) 
Since supp @ = supp Y = e there exists an increasing sequence 
(e,) of spectral projections of a such that 
ae, < (1 - lh>e,, en Tee 
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From (1) we infer that for every n, K > 0, 
Since lim,,, Il(ue,)k /I = 0 it follows that 
lim II ~fae,j~~tae,jk@ II = 0 
k+n 
and so 
as asserted. Q.E.D. 
3.2. We will denote by G,, the set of those points t E !Gr such 
that there is a projection x E C of countable type in C with z(t) = I. 
Then Sz, is an open dense subset of Sz. 
Let us say that a family (yJkn C M*y+ is continuous with respect to 
a positive measure p on 52 if there is a p-negligible set S C Sz such that 
for every x E M, the function t t-+ TV is continuous on Sz \ S. 
The family (vJten C M*y+ will be called continuous if it is continuous 
with respect to every finite normal measure on Sz (for normal measures 
see [l]). We remark that thefamily (yJkR C M*p+ is continuous if and 
only if there is an open dense subset D C Q such that for every x E M the 
function t F+ v,(x) is continuous on D. Indeed, this condition is 
obviously sufficient for the continuity of the family (qJ. Conversely, 
let us write G, = lJi A& , where s2, are disjoint clopen subsets in &? 
and zi = xnj (the characteristic function) are projections of countable 
type in C; then let pi be a finite normal measure on 1;2 with 
supp pi = J& and S, C Sz, a p-negligible subset such that for every 
x E M the function t t-+ ~~(3) is continuous on Si \ Si . By the 
normality of pi there are ciopen sets V,,, , Si C Vi,, C sZi with 
pi( V,,,) < l/n; denote Vi,, = 0, Vi,, , D, = Szi \ Vi,, and 
D = lJ$ Di . Then the functions t t-, am, x E M are continuous 
on D which is open dense in J2. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let (~in)~,, be a sequence of continuous families in 
M*>+ and (e,) an increasing sequence of projections in M, such that 
(i) sup{\1 vt” 11; t E Sz, n > 1) = 01 < co, 
(ii) 2e,91emcp~+1 = qp, t E L?, n > 1. 
Then there exists a continuous famil$ (v,)~~~ in M*a+ such that 
pi II 99 - 941 = 0, tEQ* 
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Proof. For every n, k 3 1, t E Sz and x E M we have 
j qP+“(x) - v “( t t x )I = 1 ynck(e t n+kXen+k - enxe,)l 
G 1 F;+k(en+kX(en+k - en)>i + 1 @+k((en+k - 
< n+k ’ vt (e,+kxx*e,+k)lp y;+k(en+k - eJn 
+ v;+k(es+k - eJ112 p;fk(enx*xeJ1/” 
< 2a?/2~;+k(en+k - eJ12 11 x 11, 
whence 
en> xe,)l 
II cpl”+k - ~~~ //6 20?/2y;+k(en+k - en)1/2. 
On the other hand, for every k > I and t E Q we have 
that is, 
i Ft m+l e ( rnfl - em) = v:+l(ek+l - el) d % 
VII=1 
il ~Y+l(e~+~ - em) < 01. 
From (1) we infer that there is a family (qJIGsa such that 
Since the function 
f(t) = f vy+Yem+l - em) 
ma 
is measurable with respect to every normal measure and L? is a 
stonian space, it follows from [I, Proposition 21 that there is a 
continuous function j’ (the continuous regularization off) such that 
f = Jp---a.e. for every normal measure p on L?, . If Sz, = UC Qi , 
where xi = xn, is a projection of countable type in C, and ,LQ are 
normal measures on Q with supp t..~ = Q then there are pi-negligible 
subsets Si C 1;2i such that 
(a) the function f is continuous on Sz, \ Si ; 
(b) the functions t t+ Fan, ft > 1, x E M are continuous on 
Qd \ si - 
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Next there are clopen sets I’,,, with Si C Vi,, C 52i and 
~i(Vi,n) < lb; d enote Vi = n, V,,, , Di = Gi \ Vi and D = (Ji D, . 
Then by Dini’s theorem the series f converges uniformly on 
!Ji \ V,,, and by the inequality (1) we obtain that the functions 
t tt vi(x), x E M are continuous on fii \ V,,, , whence on D which 
is open dense in 8. This proves that (pJIsn is a continuous family. 
Q.E.D. 
3.4. A family (g,t)teR in M**+ is called normal with respect to 
a positive measure TV on J2 if for every decreasing net (ei) of projections 
in M with ei j, 0 it results that vt(ei) 4 0 for p-almost all t E s2. The 
family (cp t) ten is called normal if it is normal with respect to every 
finite normal measure p on 52. 
It is easy to see that if @ E M$+ then (@(-)(t))ten is a normal family. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let (yln)ka be a sequence of normal families in M*$ f 
and (yt)Icn a family in M*:+ such that for every t E Q, 
Then the family (a)!) is normal. 
Proof. Let p be a finite normal measure on fi and (ei) a decreasing 
net of projections in M with ei .J 0. For every n there is a p-negligible 
subset S, C D such that v2”(ei) 4 0 for t $ S, . Then S = (J, S, is 
a p-negligible subset in a. Let there be t $ S and E > 0. There 
exists n, such that I/ $6 -- ~~ I( < E and there exists i, such that 
@(ei) < E for every e, < eic . It follows that 
whence v,(ei) j, 0. Q.E.D. 
3.6. THEOREM. Let M be a W* algebra, 2, C, Q, 5 C M*o, 9X2, 
Mt , p1 as in Section 2 and suppose that $J separates the elements in M. 
Let v E M,+ and p be the normal measure on Q induced by q (o . 
There exists a family (y 1) IsR in M*‘+ satisfying the following properties: 
(1) for every t E Sz, yl 1 $331, = 0 and +I E M*p+ obtained by 
factorization is in the closed unit ball of pl(g), 
(2) (when is a continuous family, 
(3) (CPthen is a normal family, 
(4) ~(4 = SD ~(4 44th x E M. 
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Proof. Let there be @ E M!jl+ corresponding to p via Proposition 
1.4 and (eJ a sequence of projections in M as in Lemma 3.1. For 
every x E M we have 
hence 
Then (@) leS is a sequence of continuous normal families in M*y+, 
verifying the conditions in Lemma 3.3. Let (?Jlen be the continuous 
family in M*$+ obtained in Lemma 3.3; it is also a normal family by 
Lemma 3.5. 
Since ee,%+,,@ E 5 for every n it follows that 9)s” 1 !U& = 0 and 
$jtn E p&J) for every n > 1 and t E 52. By Lemma 2.1, p@) is norm 
closed and by Lemma 3.3, /( ~~~ - vt /I + 0, hence @I exists and is in 
~~(8) for every t E Sz. 
The assertion (4) follows from Eq. (I). 
As an application of Theorem 3.6 we prove 
Q.E.D. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. Let there be M, 2, C, 52, 5, ‘2X,, M, as in 
Theorem 3.6, p a Jinite normal measure on D and z = xsuppp E C. 
If x, y E Mz and xt = y1 p-a.e. then x = y. 
Proof. Let v be a normal positive functional on M with supp v < x 
and let v be the normal measure on G’ induced by q. Then v is 
absolutely continuous with respect to t.~, hence there is f E Lx(p) such 
that fg E Ll(p) for every g E Ll(v) and 
jgdv = sfgdp; g~-W). 
Let (yJren be a family in M*?+ associated to y as in Theorem 3.6; 
then for p-almost all t we have 
f(t) 944 = f(t) rpt(Y) 
which implies 
~(4 = jf(t) F&) 44) = j f(t) PP~(Y) 44) = F’(Y). 
Consequently x = y as asserted. Q.E.D. 
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3.8. LEMMA. Let M be a W* algebra, 2, C, 52 as in Section 2, p 
a finite normal measure on 8 and (~)~)~~a C n/r,*,+ a family continuous 
and normal with respect to p. Define 
Then q~ E MT. 
Proof. Let (eJ be a decreasing net of projections in M with 
ei 4 0. There exist a p-negligible subset 5’ C Sz such that the functions 
t t+ F~(x), x E M are continuous on JI \ S and such that vt(e,) J, 0 
for every t E JJ \ S. Let E > 0. As p is regular there is an open 
subset G 1 S with p(G) < E. Then F = G is clopen and by the 
normality of p, p(F) = ,u(G) < E. Let f be the characteristic function 
of F. By Dini’s theorem the net (qO(ei)( 1 -f(a))) converges uniformly 
to 0, so that there is an index i,, with 
i ~ R 9&N -f(t)) 44t) < E for e, < eiO .
Therefore, for ei < eil, we have 
Hence y(eJ 4 0, that is, q~ E M,+. Q.E.D. 
Now, as a converse of Theorem 3.6 we prove 
3.9. THEOREM. Let M be a W* algebra, Z, C, 3 = M.+C, and 
% 9 M, > pt as in Section 2. 
Let (yJfpn be a family in M*?+ satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) for every t E G’, vt Imm, = 0 and Fr E MT’+ obtained by 
factorization is in the closed unit ball of ~~(3); 
(4 (4 tea is a continuous family; 
(3) (%hen is a normal family. 
Then there exists @ E MC,:: and an open dense subset D C Q such that 
944 = @(x>(t); tED, XEM. 
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Proof. For every x E M denote @s(x)(t) = am, t E JYJ and let D 
be an open dense subset of s2 such that the functions QO(x) are 
continuous on D. Then by [I, Proposition 21 there are continuous 
functions Q(X) on !Z’ such that @(x)(t) = @s(x)(t) for t E D, hence 
G(x) E C. It follows easily that @ : M -+ C is a positive linear norm- 
decreasing map. By the condition (1) we have 
%(X4 = q%(x) 4th XEA!!, ZEC, tef2 
and consequently @ is C linear. Finally, let p be a normal measure on 
Q. From Lemma 3.8 it follows that p . @ is 0 continuous. Hence @ 
is u continuous. Q.E.D. 
4. SEMIFINITE W* ALGEBRAS 
Let M be a semifinite IV* algebra, 2 its center and Sz the maximal 
ideal space of 2. Let e be a finite projection in M with central support 
x(e) = 1. By [2, corollary of Proposition 2, Section 2, Chapter I) the 
map 17 : z -+ exe is an *-isomorphism of 2 onto the center of eMe; 
denote by h the canonical center-valued trace on the finite algebra 
eMe and define @ E M2+ by 
Q(x) = l7-l((exe)h); XEM. 
Finally, let $J be the norm closed linear subspace of M*= invariant 
under left and right translations generated by @; then the set 
(!2,!llI,@; a, b E M} is total in 5. 
Consider !BIl, M, , pt and i@, corresponding to 3 as in Section 2. 
4.1. LEMMA. e, is the support of pi(@) in i@, . 
Proof. It is clear that supp pr(@) < e, . Let p E M, be a projection, 
p Gee,, such that pt(@)( p) = 0; then by the Schwarz inequality 
we obtain [!2dt(@)](p) = 0 f or every a E M, and by the definition 
of @ we conclude 
for every a, b E Mt. As the set {.Q~!&pt(@); a, b E M,) is total in 
~~(8) = (m,), it follows that p = 0. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4.1 shows in particular that e, is of countable type in M, 
and Lemma 2.3 implies that e,Mp, = e,@p( is a IV* algebra. 
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4.2. LEMMA. e,M,e, is a jnite factor. 
Proof. Let 9 be a maximal two-sided ideal in e,M,e, . Denoting 
by n, the canonical map M ---f M, we have the maximal two-sided 
ideal (fl, leMe)-l 7) in eMe, hence by [7, Theorem 6.2, Chapter II] 
there is a point s0 E fi such that 
(fl t i,,Ma)-l 2) = {x E eMe; @(x*x)(so) = 01. 
But, for s # t, n,({x E eMe; @(x*x)(s) = 0}) = e,M,e, so that 
s0 = t; therefore 
and by Lemma 4.1, 9 = 0. 
Hence e,M,e, is simple and by [7, Theorem 6.1, Chapter II] we 
conclude that it is a factor; since pl(@) is a faithful normal trace on 
e,M,e, the lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 
4.3. LEMMA. The central support z(eJ of e, in a, is equal to 1. 
Proof. Since el = supp pi(@) and since ~~(8) = (@J, is spanned 
by pt(@) the statement of the lemma is obvious. Q.E.D. 
4.4. LEMMA. 5 separates the elements in M. 
Proof. We have to prove the following implication: 
XGM and Y(x) = 0 for all YE $J 3 x = 0. 
As 5 is translation invariant it suffices to consider x 3 0 and by the 
spectral theorem we may consider x = f, a projection. 
Suppose Y( f ) = 0 for all !J’ E 5 and f # 0, and take a maximal 
family (fi) of p airwise orthogonal nonzero projections with fi ,< e 
and fi <f. Put f0 = e - Cifi . By the comparability theorem there 
is a projection z E 2 such that 
By the maximality of the family (fi) we must have xfo = 0 and 
,z’f = 0. But xfo = 0 implies z xifi = ze and x’f = 0 implies 
z’fi = 0 for every i, hence xi fd = x xifi ; it follows that C,f, = ze. 
Since @(fJ = 0 for every i, we obtain 
@(ze) = c aJ(fi) = 0. 
i 
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By the definition of @ this means that xe = (xe)h = 0 and since 
z(e) = 1 we have z = 0. On the other hand z’f = 0 hence z 3 f # 0. 
This contradiction proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let M be a semz$nite W* algebra, Z its center and 8 
the maximal ideal space of Z. Then with every t E Q we can associate a 
semifinite factor i@, and * representations 17, : M --+ iI?, such that 
II7,(M) is u dense in A?, and II,(x) = 0 for every t E Q implies x = 0. 
Moreover if M is type I (respectively finite) we can obtain M, of 
type I (respectively jinite). 
Proof. Let us introduce e, 5, W, , M,, , i@, as before. By Lemma 
4.3 it follows that the center of A??, is * isomorphic with the center of 
e,i@,el = e,M,e, , hence by Lemma 4.2, A?, is a factor. Since ef is a 
faithful finite projection in il?t we conclude that i@, is a semifinite 
factor. 17,(M) = M, is u dense in i@, and if x E M, II,(x) = 0 for 
every t E 52 then x = 0 by Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 4.4. 
If M is type I we choose e to be a faithful abelian projection; then 
e, is a nonzero abelian projection in A?, , hence M, is a type-1 factor. 
If M is finite we choose e = 1; then i@, = M, is a finite factor. 
Q.E.D. 
4.6. Remark. In the case of M finite, Theorem 4.5 is just the 
result of Wright [12] and Sakai [7, 11.71. 
If M is a finite type-1 algebra we may take e = 1 or e a faithful 
abelian projection. Of course the two corresponding A?, may differ, 
for in the case e = 1 some fi, may be of type II, [7,11.7]. 
4.7. PROPOSITION. Let M be a type-1 W* algebra and ($?I&, 
constructed as in Theorem 4.5 via the faithful abelian projection e E M. 
Then every minimal projection in i@, is contained in M, = II,(M). 
Proof. Let p be a minimal projection in A??, . Then p is equivalent 
to e, via the partial isometry vi E A?, : vl*vl = e, , vlvl* = p and 
1 - e, is equivalent to 1 - p via the partial isometry vs E @, : 
v2*v2 = 1 - e f, v2vz* = 1 - p (for A?, is a type-1 factor and p, e, 
are minimal projections in it). Therefore v = zll + ~1s i  unitary in 
i@t and vep* = p, v*pv = e, . Let 3 be a normal positive state on 
i@1 such that supp 3 = p and g” = &ARt,~ Then f = 30 17, , 
g = f 0 17, are pure states on M such that the representations 17,) 
fig of M constructed via f, g are unitary equivalent. So, by [3, 2.8.61, 
there is a unitary element u E M such that g = gti.!Ri, f and con- 
sequently 3 = i?!,t!Rut* f. 
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We conclude that 
p = suppf = ut(supp g”) ut* = u,e,u,* E M, . Q.E.D. 
The following theorem shows us that we really have a reduction 
theory for the predual: 
4.8. THEOREM. Let M be a semiJinite W* algebra Z its center, D 
the maximal ideal space of Z and 3, II1 : M --t M, C iI?l, constructed 
via the faithful $nite projection e E M. 
Then the relation 
establishes a canonical correspondence between normal linear functionals 
v E M*+ and pairs ((8t)t.R ; CL), where +S E (Ml&l and (gr 0 flJten 
is a continuous normal family in M*)+, and p is a finite normal measure 
on !2. 
In particular, the relation (1) yields a decomposition of every normal 
linear functional on M in factor states. 
Proof. The statement of the theorem is a direct corollary of 
Theorem 3.6, Lemma 4.4, Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 3.8. Note that 
/I Qt 0 17,II < 1 so that $jl 0 fit are states p---a.e. Q.E.D. 
4.9. Remark. Takemoto [9] obtained a result similar to our 
Theorem 4.8 in the case M of type I and 9 reducible. 
4.10. Remark. Using Theorem 4.8 we can deduce also the 
result of Halpern [4, Theorem 3.2.1. 
4.11. We were not able to give an algebraic reduction theory 
for general W* algebras. In our viewpoint the problems are as follows: 
Let M be a concrete W* algebra, M’ its cornmutant and 
R = R(M, M’) the W* algebra generated by M, M’. Then R is 
type I. 
By Theorem 4.5. x1 is a type-1 factor for every t. Denote by 
i@, , (i@‘)f the u closures in R1 of the corresponding images of M, M’. 
Is it true that (@‘)$ = (MJ at least for “almost all” t? 
It seems to be more successful to take the following approach. 
Let M, M’, R be as before, e a faithful abelian projection in R and 
@ER,Z associated to e. Next let 3 be the norm-closed translation 
invariant linear subspace of M*Z, generated by @ ( M. Are the 
associated W* algebras, i@, , factors ? 
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